DMX CONTROLLER Party 600
DESCRIPTION:
The Party 600 is a DMX lighting controller specifically
designed for moving lights and LED fixtures and can
be used to control conventional lighting at the same
time.
Programming moving lights and LEDs present
challenges to the novice operator at the best of
times. This unit retains the power you need for the
most complex show while being well set out and
logical in its operation. It also has preprogrammed
effects and controls up to 120 fixtures.

SPECIFICATIONS & FEATURES
* 512 Channels with 2 DMX optical isolated outputs.
* Maximum 120 Units for patching all kinds of
Fixtures.
* Fixtures within 40 channels are available.
LCD display in Chinese/English.
* Three Optical Encoders, offer smooth operation
and long life.
* Up to 96 Playbacks, controlled by 12 Playback
faders × 8 pages.
* Up to 100 groups.
* Freely-editing 40 Presets, including various color,
gobos and position, are controlled by 10 Preset
buttons × 4 pages.
* Effect Generator provides circle, square, polygon,
Rainbow and other Effects.

* Over 8000 fixtures in System Library, with create
and edit function of User Library, a new fixture can
be created easily.
* Freely download fixtures Lib and firmware updated
version.
* USB backup system enable user to backup the
show in a file.
* Music trigger function for Chase of Playback.
* Can be controlled by MIDI Master. Party 600 can
be connected by MIDI signal, one for master, another
for slave.
* The Data auto-saves.
* Option: 12V auxiliary light.
* Power supply: AC100-240V, 50-60Hz.
* Size: 482mm × 400mm × 105mm.

PRICE PER UNIT $2715 inc. GST
INQUIRIES: SCHOOLS BROADCASTING AUSTRALIA PTY LTD
Phone 02 9522 8855 : email admin@thecrew.net.au : www.thecrew.net.au, ABN 91 068 659 905
SBA reserves the right to change pricing without notice. A product of ‘THE CREW SHOP’,

